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Overall Highlights 
 S&P/TSX slips. The S&P/TSX Composite Index had a net loss for the month of 

May as commodity and resource prices remain soft due to global data indicating a 
slowdown of major economies. By the end of the month, the Index was lower by 
210 points, to close at 15,014, a loss of 1.4%. Equities continue to be volatile as 
investors jump in and out of the markets on news, or lack thereof, of possible 
moves by the Federal Reserve on interest rates. 

 Loonie falls. The Loonie had a rollercoaster month gaining strongly in the 
beginning only to end lower by the end of May as oil prices rose and fell. On the 
close, the Loonie lost two and 38/100ths of a U.S. cent, to US80.41 cents per 
Canadian dollar, a drop of 2.9%. In addition to weakness in the energy sector, 
disappointing economic data sent our currency lower with many remaining positive 
the economy has weathered past the negative effects of low oil prices. 

 Gold higher. The yellow metal gained for the month as investors flocked to the 
yellow metal for the interim pending a resolution to the Greek debt crisis. By the 
end of the month, gold gained US$7.40, a rise of 0.6%, to close at US$1,190.70 
per ounce. Also adding to increased demand for the metal were signs of a 
slowdown in the U.S. economy and a lack of defined indicators of interest rates. 

 Oil slightly higher. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude prices had a small gain 
in May, with WTI closing the month up US$0.51, or 0.9% higher, to end at 
US$60.28 a barrel. The commodity continues to inch higher as global stockpiles fall 
slightly and active drilling rigs in the U.S. continue to decline, lowering the U.S.’s 
daily output. 

 The economy shrinks. Gross domestic product fell in March by -0.2% as the 
softness in energy exceeded gains in other sectors. 

 No change in rates. Bank of Canada (BoC) held its overnight rate at 75 basis 
points at their latest meeting and rate announcement. 

 Unemployment rate holds steady. The economy had a net loss in April, but the 
unemployment rate remains at 6.8%. 

 Inflation falls. The cost of a notional basket of goods was cheaper in April, as 
energy costs continued to decline. 

 Manufacturing sales increases. Following a weak start to the year, 
manufacturing sales rose more than predicted by 2.9% in March to $51B. 

 U.S. Q1 GDP shrinks. The Commerce Department released its second estimation 
of the first quarter GDP. The 

 Fed officials: June rate hike unlikely. According to the minutes from the central 
bank’s April policy meeting, a June rate hike by the Fed is not likely to happen. 

 U.S. job market regains momentum. After a lackluster figure reported in March, 
the U.S. job market rebounded strongly in April. 

 U.S. ‘flash’ Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index drops. The ‘flash’ 
manufacturing PMI dropped to 53.8 in May from April’s final reading of 54.1. 

 Euro-zone exits deflation. After four consecutive months of deflation within the 
19-member bloc, the streak was snapped in April. 

 Greece won’t get bailout fund unless an outline of reform is in place. The 
troika conveyed to Greece that they won’t get the bailout money unless there is an 
outline of a reform-for-cash deal by June 5. 

 ECB may accelerate bond buying. One senior ECB policymaker said that the ECB 
could “moderately” increase its bond buying in the next few months. 

 Weak data out of China. More bad data came out of China last week, posting 
concerns for the market that the world’s second largest economy’s growth this year 
may not be able to meet its 7% growth target set earlier. 

 China’s fiscal spending jumps. China’s fiscal spending jumped 33.2% year-over-
year in April, a big jump from March’s 4.4% rise, an indication that policy makers 
might decide to supplement aggressive monetary easing with fiscal stimulus. 
Government spending reached 1.25 trillion yuan in April. 

 Japan GDP expands. Japan’s economy expanded at the fastest pace in a year 
during the first quarter, but a lot of the growth came from piling up of inventory, 
which could possibly shave off growth in the second quarter. 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Index/Commodity/Currency 

Close MonthChange YTDChange 

S&P/TSX Composite 

15,014.09 -210.4 381.7 

 -1.4% 2.6% 

BMO Nesbitt Burns Small Cap 

789.44 -1.5 35.6 

 -0.2% 4.7% 

Dow Jones Industrial Average 

18,010.68 170.2 187.6 

 1.0% 1.1% 

S&P 500 

2,107.39 21.9 48.5 

 1.0% 2.4% 

NASDAQ Composite 

5,070.03 128.6 334.0 

 2.6% 7.1% 

MSCI-EAFE Index 

1,898.98 -19.4 124.1 

 -1.0% 7.0% 

WTI Crude Oil (per barrel, in $US) 

60.29 0.5 6.7 

 0.87% 12.6% 

Gold (per ounce, in US$) 

1,190.50 7.2 7.0 

 0.6% 0.6% 

Canadian Dollar (¢ per US$) 

80.30 -2.5 -5.9 

 -3.0% -6.8% 

Sources: Bloomberg, PC Bond 



Canadian Markets 
 The economy shrinks. Gross domestic product fell in March by -0.2% as the 

softness in energy exceeded gains in other sectors. For the first quarter of 2015, GDP 
shrank by 0.1% as the negative effects of oil dissipated towards other sectors 
resulting in the country’s first quarter of contraction since 2011. On an annualized 
basis, Canada’s economic growth was -0.6% for the quarter and may provide fodder 
for further rate cuts by the central bank in the future.  

 No change in rates. Bank of Canada (BoC) held its overnight rate at 75 basis points 
at their latest meeting and rate announcement. This was no surprise to economists 
and the markets; however, the central bank did express some concerns of a 
weakening U.S. economy, but saw no immediate need to adjust its rate with inflation 
in line with projections and economic growth holding well in spite of low oil prices. 

 Unemployment rate holds steady. The economy had a net loss in April, but the 
unemployment rate remains at 6.8%. Volatility in the labour market continues as 
19,700 jobs were lost, as the drop in part-time positions exceeded gains in full-time 
hirings. The retail and energy sectors saw most of the declines as those industries 
were affected by the closure of a large shopping chain and continued weakness in 
energy. The participation rate, the percentage of eligible individuals employed in the 
economy, fell slightly to 65.8%. 

 Inflation falls. The cost of a notional basket of goods was cheaper in April, as 
energy costs continued to decline. The month-over-month pace saw inflation down 
0.1% from March, sending the annual CPI rate lowered to 0.8%. Predictions called 
for a monthly gain of 0.1% and annual inflation dropping to 1%. Price increases were 
seen in the volatile auto and food sectors, as well as, the clothing and footwear 
industry. Excluding the volatile components, core inflation was 2.3% annual, just a 
notch lower compared to the previous month and against the estimate of 2.4%. 

 Balance of trade falls. The country’s trading deficit fell to a new low in March, 
declining to $3.02B from a revised $2.22B in February. Expectations were for a trade 
imbalance of $800M as the decline was worse than July 2012’s -$2.87B record. The 
drop was attributed to the remnants of the oil shock in the first quarter with the 
bright notes appearing in an increase in import and export volumes. 

 Manufacturing PMI higher. RBC’s PMI index continued to be in the contractionary 
zone, with a reading of 49.0 in April, which was a notch higher than the previous 
month’s reading of 48.9. Weakness in manufacturing with “deteriorating business 
conditions and weak new business inflows” were quoted as the primary reason for 
the index remaining below the 50 threshold. This is the third consecutive month the 
manufacturing sector has failed to expand, as demand remains weak in the energy 
sector. 

 Manufacturing sales increases. Following a weak start to the year, manufacturing 
sales rose more than predicted by 2.9% in March to $51B. Most of the gains were 
seen in the aerospace sector and auto industry, which jumped 12.8% following an 
18.9% decline in January and February combined. Geographically, higher sales were 
seen in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick while numbers fell in the other provinces, 
especially Alberta where capital spending continued to fall on lower oil. 

 Producer Price Index falls. The cost of manufacturing fell in April, dragged down 
by lower energy and petroleum prices. StatCan reported a -0.9% decline for the 
month, more than expectations of a -0.1% drop as 17 of the 21 sub-groups tracked 
fell. As mentioned, energy prices was the main reason, falling 3.2%. Had this sector 
been excluded, PPI would have declined by only -0.6%. On an annualized basis, PPI 
is 2.4% lower compared to the same period last year. 

 Wholesale sales gain. Following two months of decline, wholesale sales rose in March on the backs of gains in the building 
materials and supplies industries. For the month, wholesale trade gained 0.8%, higher then projections of 0.9% to $53.9B. Motor 
vehicles also helped for the month as five of the seven subsectors tracked, representing 66% of all trade, increased. 

 Retail sales slow. Consumers continued to spend in March, but less than the previous month, as retail sales receipts increased 
0.7%. This more than doubled economists’ expectations of a 0.3% and markedly lower than February’s revised 1.5% gain. Statistics 
Canada reported higher sales in food and alcohol, as well as, autos where seven of the 11 subsectors monitored rose. In terms of 
volume, sales managed to eke out a gain of 0.1% for March. 

 Housing news: 
o Building permit rise. In just half a year, the value of building permits issued surged to 11.6% in March, following a slight 0.3% 

decline in February. Predictions had called for a 2.5% increase; however, non-residential permits climbed 22.1%, mainly in BC 
and Alberta, and residential permits rose 6.6%, especially in the multi-unit dwellings. 

o Housing starts slip. Home groundbreakings were lower in April with a record of 181.8K units started, this was below the 
forecast of 182K and less than March numbers at 189.5K. Apartments and condominiums were the hardest hit in the housing 
sector, falling 14.2%. As well, Alberta numbers were weak yet again as low oil prices continued to sap the energy out of 
residential construction. 

o New home prices growth slows. Teranet-National Bank’s price index for new homes slowed in April growing only 0.2% for the 
month and 4.4% from a year earlier. Single family homes continue to be hot commodities in Toronto and Vancouver, which 
made up almost half of the national average. Of the 11 cities tracked, nine had prices below their highs. 

o Home sales higher. Spring brought out the homebuyers as sales rose 2.3% in April compared to a month earlier. CREA 
reported this was a the third straight month of gains but the month’s reading was lower than March’s 4.1% as purchasers take 
advantage of the low interest rates. Montreal and Toronto were the leading markets for the month rising 4.4% and 2.9%, 
respectively. The average home price in Canada was $448,862, 9.5% higher than the same period a year ago. 
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U.S. Markets 
 Nasdaq shines. U.S. markets were positive for the month, with Nasdaq being the 

bright spot among the three major indices. The broad-based S&P 500 gained 1% in 
May, ending the month at 2,107. The Dow Jones Industrial Average posted a positive 
1% as well, closing at 18,011. Nasdaq was the obvious winner of the month, 
advancing by 2.6% to close the month at 5,070. 

 U.S. Q1 GDP shrinks. The Commerce Department released its second estimation of 
the first quarter GDP. The Q1 figure was revised from the previously reported growth 
of 0.2% to a contraction of 0.7%. The figure was better than economists’ more 
pessimistic estimate of a 0.9% contraction. The main reason for the contraction was 
believed to be a strong U.S. dollar causing a larger than expected trade deficit. The 
trade deficit slashed 1.9% off the GDP figure, the most since 1985.  

 Fed officials: June rate hike unlikely. According to the minutes from the central 
bank’s April policy meeting, a June rate hike by the Fed is not likely to happen. The 
minutes from the April 28-29 meeting indicated that Fed officials thought that data 
available in June would not provide sufficient confirmation that the Fed is ready to 
raise interest rates. Members had a number of concerns including weak consumer 
spending despite of a big drop in oil prices, as well as economic worries on China and 
the Euro-zone. 

 U.S. inflation moderates in April. The Labor Department reported Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) gain of 0.1% in April after gaining 0.2% in March. Year-over-year, the 
CPI fell 0.2%, the largest decline since October 2009. On the other hand, the so-
called core CPI, stripping out food and energy costs, increased 0.3% in April, the 
largest monthly increase since January 2013. Year-over-year, the core CPI advanced 
by 1.8%. 

 U.S. job market regains momentum. After a lackluster figure reported in March, 
the U.S. job market rebounded strongly in April. The Labor Department reported that 
non-farm payrolls increased by 223,000 in April, compared to the 126,000 increase 
in March, which was the fewest number of job gains in a month in more than a year. 
Unemployment rate dropped to its seven-year low at 5.4%. Economists expected 
non-farm payrolls rising to 224,000 and unemployment rate ticking down to 5.4%.  

 Consumer sentiment declines. The University of Michigan final sentiment index for 
May came in at 90.7, a drop from April’s final reading of 95.9, but higher than 
economists’ forecast for a reading of 89.5. The index reached an 11-year high of 
98.1 in January. Some are concerned that the weak consumer sentiment will 
continue to weaken consumer spending in the second quarter after a poor Q1.   

 Retail sales weaken. Retail sales were flat in April, missing economists’ forecast for a rise of 0.2% and were also a drop from 
March’s 1.1% increase. Commerce Department claimed that the weaker than expected figure was due to households’ cutting back 
on purchases of automobiles and big-ticket items. The so-called core retail sales number, excluding automobiles, gasoline, 
building materials and food services, were also unchanged, missing economists’ forecast for a rise of 0.5%.  

 Services sector jumps. The services sector index reported by the Institute of Supply Management (ISM) rose to a five-month 
high in April. The index improved from March numbers at 56.5 to 57.8 in April, which was the highest reading since November of 
last year, while economist expectations were at 56.2.  

 U.S. factory orders gain. Factory orders were boosted up by a demand for transportation equipment, which posted the largest 
gain in eight months. New orders for manufactured goods rose 2.1% in March compared to a 0.1% decrease in February, with 
economists’ forecast for a rise of 2%. Viewed as a gauge for business confidence and spending plans, the non-defense capital 
goods (excluding aircraft) edged up 0.1% compared to a 0.5% drop last month. 

 U.S. ‘flash’ Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index drops. The ‘flash’ manufacturing PMI dropped to 53.8 in May from 
April’s final reading of 54.1. Economists expected the reading to come in at 54.5. This was the second straight month that the 
U.S. manufacturing sector was slowing down. 

 Durable goods orders decline. The Commerce Department reported that orders for durable goods declined a seasonally 
adjusted 0.5% in April from March; year-over-year, overall orders dropped 1.3%. Despite a negative headline number, the 
underlying trend provided some hope. Orders for nondefense capital goods excluding aircraft, a key measure of business 
investment, increased by 1%. 

 U.S. housing news:   
o Housing starts jump. Groundbreaking on new homes surged 20.2% in April to a seasonally adjusted annual pace of 1.14 

million units, the highest since November 2007. The percentage increase was the largest since February 1991. Economists 
forecast an increase to an annual pace of 1.02 million units only. 

o Building permits jump. Building permits issued in April increased by 10.1% over March to a seasonally adjusted 1.14 million 
units, the highest level since June 2008. The rate of growth was 6.4% higher than a year earlier and blew past economists’ 
expectation for a 1.06 million-unit pace. 

o Existing home sales decline. Sales of previously owned properties dropped in April after the previous month’s surge. 
Existing home sales declined by 3.3% in April to a seasonally adjusted annual pace of 5.04 million units. Economists forecast 
April’s sales would increase to 5.24 million-unit pace. Lack of supply in the market was believed to be the main reason for the 
decline. 

o New home sales increase. New home sales climbed 6.8% from March to a seasonally adjusted annual pace of 517,000 
units, beating economists’ forecast for a rise to a 510,000-unit pace. Sales have averaged 515,000 monthly this year, a pace 
that would mark the best since the first half of 2008, if continued. 

o Home prices rise. U.S. home prices rose in March, most likely due to limited supply in the market. The Standard & 
Poor’s/Case-Shiller 20-city home price index rose 5% year-over-year in March, matching the pace reported in February. At 
the current pace, the supply of homes would only last 5.3 months, less than the six-month mark that is considered a 
“balanced market”.  Home prices had risen for 35 straight months, but it was still about 15% below the peak reached during 
the housing bubble.   
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European Markets 
 Euro-zone exits deflation. After four consecutive months of deflation within the 19-member bloc, the streak was snapped in April. 

Consumer prices remained unchanged year-over year in April, a welcoming sign for the ECB, which is currently battling deflation with its 
own version of quantitative easing. The recent surge in oil prices was believed to have helped stabilize the price level. Core inflation, 
excluding energy and food costs, also remained unchanged at 0.6% in April year-over-year. 

 Euro-zone economy improves, but Germany lags. The 19-member bloc’s economy grew at its fastest pace in almost two years, 
despite a lower than expected GDP figure out of Germany. Euro-zone economy grew 0.4% quarter-over-quarter and 1% year-over-year 
in Q1. It was believed that the growth was attributed to higher consumer spending and effect from ECB’s QE program. France and Italy’s 
GDP growth both beat economists’ estimates, growing 0.6% and 0.3% on the quarter respectively. A bit of a surprise was Germany’s 
lagging GDP growth on the quarter, growing only 0.3% and missing economists’ forecast for a growth of 0.5%.   

 ECB may accelerate bond buying. One senior ECB policymaker said that the ECB could “moderately” increase its bond buying in the 
next few months. As a result of his comment, both the euro and European bond yields tumbled. Benoit Coeure, from the ECB, said that 
the recent spike in bond yields was worrisome and the ECB could increase bond buying in May and June, and possibly in September.  

 Euro-zone ‘flash’ PMI falls. Markit’s Composite Purchasing Managers’ Index for the Euro-zone fell in May. The gauge for growth within 
the 19-member region fell to 53.4 in May, from April’s final reading of 53.9. Economists forecast the gauge to come in at 53.8. 

 Euro-zone retail sales drop. Euro-zone retail sales fell 0.8% month-over-month in March, higher than economists’ forecast for a fall of 
0.7%. This was the first monthly drop since September 2014. On a year-over-year basis, retail sales eased to 1.6% in March from 
February’s 2.8%, also lower than economists’ forecast for a rise of 2.4%. Two of the biggest economies within the region, Germany and 
France, posted a 2.3% and 0.3% decline, respectively, which lowered the overall figure. 

 Greece won’t get bailout fund unless an outline of reform is in place. The troika conveyed to Greece that they won’t get the 
bailout money unless there is an outline of a reform-for-cash deal by June 5. The main points in discussion remained liberalization of the 
labour market, pension reforms, and sale of state assets to generate cash. Greece’s next payment will be a 300 million-euro repayment 
to the IMF due on June 5th. 
 

Asian Markets 
 Weak data out of China. More bad data came out of China last week, posting concerns for the market that the world’s second largest 

economy’s growth this year may not be able to meet its 7% growth target set earlier. Money supply growth slowed to 10.1% from a 
year earlier, its slowest pace of growth on record, despite aggressive easing by the central bank. Fixed-asset investment also slumped to 
its slowest pace since December 2000; the crucial driver of business activity rose 12% between January to April year-over-year. 
Property investment growth slowed to 6% between January to April, the slowest pace since 2009. 

 Both exports and imports in China fall. Import and export numbers were not pretty in China in April. Exports fell by 6.4% from a 
year earlier, while imports were not any better, falling to 16.2% year-over-year. Economists expected exports to rise by 2.4% and 
imports to fall by 12%. With a series of lackluster data recently released, it was speculated that policy makers would be rolling out more 
stimulus soon in a desperate attempt to avert a sharp slowdown of the economy. 

 China PMI falls. The HSBC/Markit Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) fell to 48.9 in April, a drop from March’s 49.6 and the lowest level 
since April 2014. The final reading for April was below the preliminary reading of 49.2 and was also missing economists’ forecast for a 
reading of 49.4. The PMI indicates weakness in the manufacturing sector, but it is only one of the many indicators, pointing that the 
world’s second largest economy is slowing down. Property market downturn, high levels of domestic debt, and slowing investment were 
among the prominent issues China policy makers are trying to deal with. 

 China’s fiscal spending jumps. China’s fiscal spending jumped 33.2% year-over-year in April, a big jump from March’s 4.4% rise, an 
indication that policy makers might decide to supplement aggressive monetary easing with fiscal stimulus. Government spending 
reached 1.25 trillion yuan in April. Policy makers have been very aggressive in using monetary easing in an attempt to revive the 
slowing down economy, but the string of data released recently suggests that it may not be enough. 

 China ‘flash’ PMI remains in contractionary territory. China’s ‘flash’ HSBC/Markit Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) fell to 49.1 in 
May, the third straight month the gauge was below the 50 mark. This gauge marks whether the economy is in expansion or contraction. 
The reading was below economists’ forecast of 49.3, but was slightly better than April’s reading of 48.9. 

 Japan GDP expands. Japan’s economy expanded at the fastest pace in a year during the first quarter, but a lot of the growth came 
from piling up of inventory, which could possibly shave off growth in the second quarter. The world’s third largest economy posted an 
annualized GDP growth of 2.4% in Q1 2015, beating economists’ forecast for a growth of 1.5%. Despite a good headline figure, the 
underlying trend casted some dark clouds over the world’s third largest economy. Inventory was the biggest contributor to the Q1 
growth, adding 0.5 percentage points to the GDP. In comparison, domestic demand components, like capital expenditure, consumption 
and housing investment, combined to add only 0.4 percentage point to the Q1 growth.  

 Japan’s inflation stalls. Despite Bank of Japan’s effort to spur inflation in the world’s third largest economy, cold water was splashed 
over the central bank for their efforts. April’s inflation was reported to be zero year-over-year, the second time in three months the 
inflation figure stayed flat. Falling oil prices and weak consumer spending were believed to be the reason for the sluggishness in price 
increase.  

 Japan ‘flash’ manufacturing PMI rebounds. The Markit/JMMA ‘flash’ manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) rose to 50.9 in 
May, from April’s final reading of 49.9. The gauge for manufacturing activity rebounded above the 50 mark for the first time in two 
months. 

 Japan’s retail sales rebound. Retail sales rebounded modestly in April, giving 
some hope to the central bank that consumer spending is reviving. Retail sales in 
April rose 5% year-over-year, slightly below economists’ forecast for an increase of 
5.4%, but much better than the 9.7% decline recorded in March. Month-over-month, 
retail sales rose 0.4% after sliding 1.8% in March. 
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